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Firstly, thank you to Professor Chris Hammond for the
invitation to speak to you today!

Background
Scope of presentation:
 The big picture – blindness, economic
development and healthcare expenditures;
 What health economics is;
 Why health economics important;
 Who uses health economics information;
 What are the key health economic methodologies;
 How can health economics help ophthalmologists,
vision researchers and patients

The Big Picture: Global Prevalence of Blindness (2010)

Source: http://www.iapb.org/maps

The Big Picture: Global healthcare expenditures as a %
of GDP - 2014

Source: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.XPD.TOTL.ZS?view=map&year=2014

The big picture: Distribution of public versus private
healthcare expenditures

Public

Private

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/financing-healthcare/

The Picture: Global distribution of prevalence of
blindness 1990-2010
N.B. The disparity between
“High-income countries” and
much less wealthy countries,
e.g. North Africa & Middle
East over 3 times
(Blue Slice/Yellow Slice)

Source: http://www.iapb.org/maps

The big picture: Prevalence of visual impairment by
healthcare expenditure per capita

What is Health Economics: The Basics
•

A simplified definition of health economics might be the distribution and
allocation of scare resources within the healthcare sector.

•

Overall health economics draws upon standard economic theory (both
micro- and macro-economics) statistical tools and techniques, as well as
epidemiologic and clinical evidence to evaluate health care programs and
interventions.

•

In essence, HE attempts to establish whether there is a “value for
money” argument for health care interventions (drugs, devices,
screening programs, etc.) in question.

•

N.B. Economic evaluation is not new per se, however, it has become
fashionable in a world of soaring healthcare costs and aging as well as
ever growing populations to apply it to the healthcare sector, but equally
used for assessing environmental impacts of large mega projects, e.g.,
hydro electric dams, nuclear power, etc. “Carbon footprint” metric

What is health economics: The macro-economics of
healthcare funding in most publically funded high income
economies:
(N.B. Turning off the flow of money, you strangle the delivery of healthcare)
Money (direct payments)
Patients
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premiums)
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Care (doctors,
hospitals, etc.)

Health Services

Insurance
Coverage

Claims

Money
(fees for global
budgets)
Government
(Insurers)

What is health economics: Trade-Offs
•

Since all resources are finite, trade-offs have to be made and choice is a
large part of economic activity, including in healthcare.

•

Concerned with how to spend money and time to achieve the highest
degree of utility or satisfaction given limited resources

•

Central caveat: Limited supply of resources and limited supply of funds

NO GARDEN OF EDEN !

Example: Scarcity implies that Trade-offs must be
made

Eye care interventions
75
25

E.g. Funding for eye care interventions must compete with
funding for all other healthcare interventions and that taxation
powers are “fixed” in the short term.

Fewer eye interventions, more
all other healthcare

Greater eye care interventions,
less all other healthcare

25
75
All other healthcare interventions

Budget constraint
curve

What is health economics: UK eye care budget

N.B. Primary and Secondary
Eye Care Approximately £2.3
billion (2013) ≈ 1.5% of Total
NHS budget

Thus, the rationale for Health Economic Data
 Resource scarcity (No Garden of Eden, limited supply of resources, and
limited healthcare budgets)

 Therefore must allocate scarce resources, particularly in the healthcare
sector given budget constraints (e.g. less schools, more hospitals, trade-offs
need to be made). Concept of “opportunity costs” for competing
alternative uses of scarce resources.
 But how to do this effectively or equitably given that healthcare is not like
any other widget (i.e. healthcare is very service intensive and expenditures
do not necessarily result in restoring people to economic productivity (e.g.
end of life care, emergency care, etc.)
 Enter health economic analyses which attempts to demonstrates the “value
for money” or “return on investment (ROI)” of a given healthcare
intervention or programme, drug, medical device, etc. and enable
comparisons across different interventions and different jurisdictions.
 N.B. Even a “do nothing” decision has cost and outcomes associated with it.

Why is health economics important (cont.)
1) HE information often collected alongside efficacy data in clinical
trials.
2) HE information supplements epidemiologic studies in terms of
health planning and financing requirements both at the local and
national levels.
3) Very often health care planners and politicians are interested in
knowing not just how many people are affected by a certain disease
or condition, but also what it “costs”.
4) Measuring the global economic costs associated with any
disease or condition enables the relative economic impact of
various diseases or condition to be compared.

Why is health economics important:
It provides a methodological framework to assist in making
decisions regarding the allocation of scarce healthcare
interventions and funding.

Where and Who conducts health economic
analysis
• Academic, industry or government based,
• Pursuing either independent or set research programmes,
• Often linked in with epidemiologists, clinical trialists, modeling
experts on disease states and disease progression,
• Health technology appraisal and other independent advisory or
quasi-regulatory bodies:
• OHTA (USA Office of Health Technology Appraisal)
• CMS (Centre for Medicaid and Social Security, USA)
• FDA (Food and Drug Administration)
• Canada, CADTH, Canadian Agency for Drugs and
Technologies in Health
• National Institute for Health and Care Excellence in UK (NICE),
strong emphasis on HE data,
• Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (Australia)
• Sweden (Pharmaceutical Benefits Board, strong emphasis on
HE data)
• Others (HMO’s USA, other national agencies)

Who conducts HE Analysis: Useful online directory
(http://www.ispor.org/HTADirectory/Index.aspx)

Provides a good database of main health technology
agencies worldwide and the formal HE data requirements

What are the key health economic methodologies?
• Observationally, we have two principal variables to examine for
information: 1) cost data and 2) health gains or effectiveness
data
• However, as we shall see the difficulty comes in comparing
across a wide range of healthcare interventions, for how does
one decide what merits funding and what does not?

• How does one compare health outcomes across different
healthcare interventions (e.g. comparing hip/knee replacement
with cataract surgery etc.)?
• Health economics is often viewed as providing the scientific
rationale for how to ration healthcare funding and resources

Generalised schema of the key parameters of a health
economic analysis
Resources
Consumed

Cost (C)
Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Intangible Costs

Notoriously hard
to measure !

HEALTH CARE
PROGRAMME/
INTERVENTION

Health Improvement

Health
Effects (E)

Economic
Benefits (B)

Value of Health (V)
Improvement Per Se

•Morbidity

•Direct benefits

•Ad hoc numeric
scales

•Mortality

•Indirect benefits
(production gains)

•Willingness to Pay

•Intangible benefits •Utilities

What cost to measure? Essentially, there are two main types:
Direct (medical & non-medical) & Indirect Costs

Typically direct costs are obtained from published tariffs, prices lists, etc.

Indirect Costs of a given disease or condition are often
significant and include such items as the following:

Typically indirect costs are measured via patient diaries and extensive
interviews

N.B. The Indirect Costs of Blindness and Vision Loss are
often Considerable

Blindness often locks up family members
often children to care for adults
Guide dogs require significant
training often at great expense

£ 50,000 lifetime costs of a
guide dog (Guide Dogs UK)

Vision enhancement technologies are
expensive

What about health effects and utilities ?
1) Health interventions can increase a patient’s lifespan or longevity
(quantity of years gained or lost, time) or;
2) Health interventions can modify a patient’s quality of life (quality of life
or utility gained or lost).
3) As such, health economists have developed the so-called Quality
Adjusted Life Year (QALY) to enable health outcomes to be measured
and importantly compared across a range of different healthcare
interventions for a given investment or expenditure

Versus other
healthcare
interventions

Versus

Cataract surgery

Knee replacement surgery

The Concept of the Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs)
Consider two treatment options A & B

Treatment A = 0.45 QALY * 3 years (1.35 QALYs in total with no treatment)
Treatment B = 0.7

QALY * 8 years (5.60 QALYs in total with treatment)

Therefore gain in QALY’s is 5.6-1.35 = 4.25 QALYs

In many health economic analyses, the measure of health gain is
the Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY’s) why?
 Measuring the Cost per QALY enables comparisons across different
allocations in healthcare
 E.g. Should a ministry of health or an health insurance agency spend
money, for example, on either hip replacements or cataract surgery or
other competing healthcare needs

 Thus QALY’s are viewed as a means of aiding in the prioritization of
health care interventions on the basis of:
 Comparing costs with health outcomes in terms of obtaining a
comparable QALY level
 From a societal perspective, some health economists argue that the
aim of ministries of health and governments is to maximize the QALY
for its population, given a specific healthcare budget.

How to measure QALYs: Direct Utility Measurement using the
Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)
Example of VAS
provided with the
EQ-5D

1.0

-Easy to administer
-Good
psychometric
properties

-However, not tied
to axioms expected
utility theory

0.0

How to measure QALYs: Indirect Utility Measurement using EuroQoL (EQ-5D)

5 items Questionnaire to Measure
Utility
5 domains of health with 3 levels
each
5
This yields a total of 3 = 243
possible utility states, plus 0=death
and 1=Perfect Health)

IMPORTANT POINTS TO NOTE:
1)

THE ABSENCE OF QUESTIONS
RELATED TO VISION OR
PROBLEMS SEEING, YET THIS IS
THE MAIN UTILITY MEASURE
FOR ASSESSING OPHTHALMIC
INTERVENTIONS!

2)

DATA COLLECTION RELIES ON
HAVING USEFUL VISION TO
COMPLETE QUESTIONNAIRE!

Other important points: the time frame in HE analyses
 Analytic Time Horizon:
 Determine whether the health intervention of programme being
examined is of greater or lesser importance in the analysis. If time > 1
year think about discounting in analysis
 Thus, many potential health interventions in childhood are more costeffective than those at the end of life, given the long time period to
discount costs

 Discounting:
 In general, immediate benefits are preferred to now to in the future
and costs are delayed so-called concept of – ‘time preference’
 The rate of time preference is termed ‘discount rate’
 To allow for differential timing of costs (and benefits) between
programmes all future costs (and benefits) should be stated in
terms of their present value using discount rate.
 As such, future costs given less weight than present costs.

Other important points: accounting for uncertainty by
conducting sensitivity analysis in HE analyses
1.

One-way: Estimates for each parameter are varied one at a time in
order to investigate the impact on the study results,

2.

Multi-way: This approach recognises that more than one parameter
is uncertain and that each could change within a specified range.
Overall, this approach is more robust, unless there are a large
number of uncertain parameters, in which case the number of
potential combinations becomes very large.

3.

Scenario analysis: Subsets of multi-way analysis are used to
represent a best-case (optimistic) scenario and a worst-case
(pessimistic) scenario. Alternatively, the scenario could be specified.

4.

Threshold analysis: Key parameters to the model are identified, e.g.
the point at which an intervention or programme is deemed to be
either too costly, or not cost-effective. These parameters are then
varied to examine the impact on the overall conclusions of the
model.

Taxonomy of Health Economic Studies
Type of Health Economic
Study

Measurement of
costs (1)

Measurement of
Outcomes

Cost of Illness

$, £, €

vs.

None (Only total
costs of disease
considered)

Cost Effectiveness

$, £, €

Per

Natural Units (Years
gained, etc.)

i) Cost Consequence

$, £, €

vs.

Natural Units (Years,
Sight, etc.)

ii) Cost utility

$, £, €

Per

Utilities (QALYs)

iii) Cost minimization

$, £, €

vs.

Natural units,
equivalent

Cost Benefit

$, £, €

Per or
Net (2)

$, £, €

Budget Impact

$, £, €

vs.

None (3) or maximise
various (4)

1. Any currency; 2. Cost Benefit ratio or net costs and benefits; 3. Impact of the
intervention given an unlimited budget; 4. Impact of the intervention given a fixed budget.

But, how does one know when to use a particular HE Analysis
technique or tool? Use grid !
Is their comparison of two or more alternatives?

Are both costs (inputs) and consequences (outputs) of the alternatives examined?
NO

Examines only
consequences
1A

YES

Examines
only costs

Partial Evaluation

1B

2

Partial Evaluation

NO
Outcome
description
3A

Cost
description

Partial Evaluation 3B

Efficacy or
YES Effectiveness
evaluation

Cost
analysis

Cost-consequence description
4 Full Economic Evaluation
Cost-minimization analysis
Cost-effectiveness analysis
Cost-utility analysis
Cost-benefit analysis

The Benefits of Building Models in HE Analyses
 They allow us to combine data sets, extrapolating over a
longer time frame, testing different assumptions about
risk, effectiveness of treatments and interventions, costs,
etc.

Two main types:
1.

For CE models in diseases with distinct events that
occur at with a given probability, either by decision
or chance, within a short time frame, decision tree
models are used and,

2.

For analyses in diseases with an ongoing risk, over
a longer time frame, Markov models are used.

Decision models in HE Analyses
 Developed to examine choices under conditions of
uncertainty
 Enables complex events to be broken down into
component parts which can be examined in detail before
being recombined.
 Important steps in constructing a decision trees are:
clear definitions of the problem, description of successful
and unsuccessful outcomes, defining alternatives for
patient disease management and their consequences,
estimating the probabilities and determining an
appropriate time frame or time horizon.

Decision models in HE Analyses
 Data tend to come from clinical trials and other sources
of empirical evidence such as systematic reviews and
meta-analyses.
 For the economic evaluation, the expected cost for each
strategy is calculated by multiplying the cost for each
branch by the overall probability of that branch occurring.
The different treatment strategies can then be compared
in terms of their different expected costs and outcomes.

A Hypothetical Decision Tree for Chemotherapy
Hospitalization
Rejection
Preventive
treatment

p1

Outpatient treatment

No treatment

No rejection
(1-p1)

Chemotherapy

Hospitalization
Rejection

No preventive
treatment

p2

Outpatient treatment

No treatment

No rejection
(1-p2)

Decision node

Chance Node

End (Terminal) Node

Markov Modelling
 Named after the Russian Mathematician, Andrei A Markov
(1856-1922)
 Marko models are used to model uncertain processes over time
 Useful in computing long term outcomes
 Estimates life expectancy/life years gained and QALY’s
 Increasingly being used for economic evaluation, particularly in:
a) Extrapolation from trial endpoints
b) Disease progression studies
c) Screening studies
d) Prevention studies

Markov models
 Markov models analyse uncertain processes over time and are therefore
appropriate where the strategies being evaluated are of a sequential or
repetitive nature.
 In particular, Markov processes are suited to modelling long term outcomes with
many disease states, where costs and effects are spread over a long period of
time.
 A finite set of states, are defined in which the individual can be found. The
states are such that in any given interval, the individual will be in only one state.

 Unlike decision analysis, where fixed time periods are used, Markov models are
concerned with transitions during a series of cycles of short intervals.
 The model is run for several cycles and between cycles patients move between
states or remain in the same state.
 Movements between states are defined by transition probabilities
 Rewards, such as costs, are earned at the end of each cycle

Example: Markov Model for Cataract Surgery
Each health state will have a certain probability associated with it and
transitioning to another state, etc.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA): What matters?
 In the light of budgetary pressures on healthcare resources,
strict efficacy criteria may no longer be sufficient for the
adoption of new healthcare interventions and techniques.
 Rise of cost-effectiveness analysis in healthcare to determine
the Cost per Health Effect or Cost per QALY of a given
healthcare intervention
 Focus on the development of the Incremental Cost
Effectiveness Ratio (ICER) to plot the costs and health effects
of a given intervention
 ICER’s have become the gold standard in health economic
evaluation to demonstrate the value of a given intervention in
healthcare.

Key Points of CEA: Derivation of the ICER Ratio
Measure the Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio (ICER)
ICER

=

Ct-Cc/Et-Ec

=

ΔC/ ΔE,

Ct

=

Average costs in the treatment group

Cc

=

Average cost in the control group

Et

=

Average effects (health effects) in the treatment group

Ec

=

Average effects (health effects) in the control group

Where,

N.B. The current upper threshold for implementing
interventions in the UK NHS is £ 20-30,000 (US$ 50,000) per
QALY

Cost Utility Studies: Typically generate data on the socalled “Cost-Effectiveness Plane”
New treatment more
costly (QALYs)

Existing treatment
dominates

New treatment more
effective but more costly

New treatment less
effective (£,$)

New treatment
more effective (£,$)

New treatment less
costly but less effective

New treatment
dominates

New treatment less
costly (QALYs)

Example of the Cost Effectiveness Plane Data from the Literature
on Pharmaceutical care for Nursing Home Residents

A cluster randomized controlled trial of an adapted US model of pharmaceutical care for nursing home residents in
Northern Ireland (Fleetwood Northern Ireland Study): A Cost-Effectiveness Analysis. Patterson S, Hughes CM,
Cardwell C, et al J Am Geriatr Soc 2011:59; 586-593

QALY League Tables: Measure the relative cost-effectiveness of
various medical interventions

Cost per QALY < £ 20-30,000

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/nichsr/hta101/ta10107.html

Some Example of Health Economics Studies in
Ophthalmology

Smith AF, et al Understanding cost-effectiveness: a detailed review Brit-J-Ophthalmol
2000;84:794–798

i) Cost of Illness (Economic Burden of Illness) Studies:
Typically use existing information such as administrative or registry databases
or other sources to calculate lost or forgone human capital
Smith, A.F, et al The economic burden of global blindness: a price too high! Brit-JOphthalmol, 1996; 80: 276-277

Key finding: Total cost of global cost of adult and childhood blindness combined
was US $ 168 to 244 billion. This equated to roughly 1/6 to ¼ of UK GNP
which was 1,045 billion US$ in 1995

i) Cost of Illness Studies: Diabetic Retinopathy
Smith AF. The cost of ophthalmic services for persons with diabetes in the Canadian
Province of Nova Scotia: 1993-1996 Ophthalmic Epidemiology, 2001; 8: 13-25

Key findings:

i) Cost of Illness Studies: Dry Eyes
Clegg JP, Guest JF, Lehman A, Smith AF. The annual cost of dry eye syndrome in France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom among patients managed by
ophthalmologists. Ophthalmic Epidemiol. 2006 Aug;13(4):263-74.

Key finding: The total annual healthcare cost of 1,000 dry eye syndrome sufferers managed
by ophthalmologists ranged from US $0.27 million (95% CI: $0.20; US $0.38 million) in France
to US $1.10 million (95% CI: US $0.70; US $1.50 million) in the UK.

i) Cost of Illness Studies: Bacterial Conjunctivitis
Smith AF, Waycaster C. Estimate of the direct and indirect annual cost of bacterial
conjunctivitis in the United States BMC Ophthalmology 2009; 9:13

Key findings: The number of BC cases in the U.S. for 2005 was estimated at approximately 4
million, yielding an estimated annual incidence rate of 135 per 10,000. Further, base-case
analysis estimated the total direct and indirect cost of treating patients with BC in the United
States at $ 589 million.

i) Pros and cons of cost of illness studies
Pros:
 Provides a quick measure of the economic impact of a given disease. Useful at a
high level of aggregation to policy/decision makers
 Can often isolate key cost drivers associated with treating and managing a given
disease and their economic impact (e.g. Drugs, surgery, diagnostics, etc.)

 Helpful in determining the distribution and allocation of healthcare funding
according to different socio-economic, demographic and geographic regions, etc.
Cons:
 Cost studies alone provide no information about the outcome of healthcare
interventions or programmes, i.e., not useful for discriminating between
interventions if available
 Hard to collect cost data as healthcare cost data are not readily available in a
format which enables them to be compared (e.g. different healthcare systems
have different unit costs, costs are not the same as hospital charges, etc.)

ii) Cost-Effectiveness Analyses: Ocular Allergies
Often interventions are modelled over longer time horizon than within the
clinical trials data confines using decision modelling approaches
Guest JF, Clegg JP, Smith AF. Health economic impact of olopatadine compared to branded and
generic sodium cromoglycate in the treatment of seasonal allergic conjunctivitis in the UK. Curr
Med Res Opin. 2006 Sep;22(9):1777-85.

Key finding: Dry eye syndrome does not appear to
impose a direct burden to the health care
expenditure in the countries investigated. However,
given that many dry eye sufferers self-treat with
over-the-counter
artificial
tears
and
other
medications, data which our study did not capture,
the true societal costs of dry eye syndrome, borne
by both patient and government, are likely to be
higher.

ii) Cost-Effectiveness Analyses: Health outcomes data also
typically derived from clinical trials data, e.g. IOL performance
Smith AF, et al Cost-effectiveness analysis of PMMA, silicone, or acrylic intra-ocular lenses in cataract
surgery in four European countries Ophthalmic Epidemiol 2005 Oct;12(5):343-51.

Acrysof®
IOL

Key findings: Cost-effectiveness ratios of hydrophobic acrylic (Acrysof®) IOL’s were
better than those of other types of IOL materials used in most of the countries.

Further examples of CEA in ophthalmology:
Particularly as new treatment possibilities expand for indications which previously
had few or no treatment options.
Citations: CEA & Ophthalmology (PubMed)
Year
#
1990-2000:
73
2000-2010:
170
2010-Present
208

Further example of CEA in ophthalmology

Further example of CEA in ophthalmology

ii) Pros and Cons of Cost-Effectiveness & Cost-Utility
Studies
Pros:
 Enables competing costs and outcomes to be compared and is thus
potentially helpful for decision makers in terms of allocating funding
Cons:
 Hard to fully capture all the “opportunity costs” in a cost-effectiveness
analysis of all alternative vehicles for funding.
 Most health outcomes or measures of effectiveness, are typically
derived from clinical studies such as randomised clinical trials (RCT’s)
and are not therefore based on “real world” evidence per se.
 In many cases, however, where the evidence base on the costs and
effectiveness measure is lacking modelling approaches are pursued to
handle uncertainty in underlying data (e.g. bootstrapping techniques)

Some avenues for further research & exploration:
 Traditional CEA have thus far used standard generic utility measures such as the
EQ-5D to measure the utility of various ophthalmic interventions, even though
there is no mention of visual problem, or difficulties seeing in this utility
measure
 Research efforts might be concentrated to develop a more robust and vision
specific visual utility index which could then be applied to improve the precision of
the CEA conducted in ophthalmology
 Almost no information is available on the link between how direct medical costs in
ophthalmology impact on the downstream indirect costs borne predominantly by
patients (e.g. Are Lucentis injections preventing admissions to costly nursing
home facilities, etc.)
 Are “one stop” comprehensive diabetic eye, foot, blood pressure and blood
glucose monitoring services feasible and cost-effective? And is the uptake or eye
screening better or worse than via other modalities?
 Is there a scientific way to determine what proportion of funding should be
allocated to what aspects of ophthalmology (preventive, medical, surgical?)

Further Reading: General overviews of health economics in
ophthalmology

http://www.oculist.net/downaton502/prof/ebook/duanes/pages/v5/v5c069.html

Final Thoughts
 Health economic analyses and modelling techniques provide an
impressive array of tools and techniques to better evaluate investments
in different healthcare programmes, technologies, etc. in the ongoing
battle for improved healthcare for both patients and populations


No methodology, however, rigorous, is fool proof as economic models
are only as good as the assumptions which underpin them.



However, this presentation has aimed to show how health economics
can be helpful to ophthalmology and by proxy to eye patients.

 “Give us the tools, and we will finish the job” W.S. Churchill (1874-1965)

Thanks for your time. Any questions?

andrew.f.smith@kcl.ac.uk

